We present a theoretical calculation, within a continuum electron-phonon-coupled 
n, s X[C C"+i, +H.c. ] + -, E'g (u"-u"+, )2 .
(2.1)
Here C creates an (n) electron of spin s at site n, and u" is the displacement of the (CH) unit at the nth site from its undistorted position. In trans-(CH)" the hopping matrix element to is =2.5 eV, the electron-phonon coupling constant is a=4.1 eV/ A, and the spring constant (from cr bonds) is @=21 eV/A2. Appropriate to (CH) Here, co~/2g =E/4a, and uz --2lto, where l is the (undistorted) lattice constant. The (staggered) lattice displaceinent is described by b, (y) and the electron field by the two component spinor To make these expectations explicit we adopt the ansatz through which the gap parameters can be written as' tion and application we have plotted in Fig. 4 (and ap- propriate parameter-value changes). Thus, with these replacements, the electron spectra and eigenfunctions are precisely the same Differ.ences from the trans one arise purely from the mean-field gap equation which, from (2.16), has entirely the structure of (2.4), the trans result, but with h(y) replaced by 6;(y) [ It is instructive to contrast (3.13) and the discontinuity in A(k, k ) with the situations in the pure dimerized and single-kink cases. In the former limit only diagonal transitions are allowed, i.e. , W(k)&0, 3f(k, k')=0. This result follows easily from (2.6) and (3.2) (see also the Appendix). By contrast, for a single kink (or antikink) only off-diagonal interband transitions survive's: Using (2.10) in (3.2) we find easily that W(k}=0 and A(k, k')~0; 3P(k, k') involves the same integral (3.14) but with yo --0. In the kink case there N'e no factors moderating the divergence as 6k~0. Consequently, A(k, k') has an infinite discontinuity as 5k~0, which can affect integration over (k, k') to 0 (gp/L}. In this case it is necessary to recognize explicitly the quantization imposed on k and k' in a box of length L by the boundary conditions of a single kink. ' Specifically, kL =2nir+tan '(kg&) for the conduction band, but kL =(2n + 1)n +tan '(kgp) for the valence band (n is an integer feature in frequency (see also Fig. 7) , it may be a useful experimental label (see also Sec. V). As we noted above, f at '(rp)dto grows to f aP'(ra)dra, as ct)p~O (i.e. , yp~Oo, ' see Fig. 6 ), but the singularity structures (4.1) and (4.2) are maintained for all cop.
In Fig. 7 A striking feature of P(cp) for kinks, Eq. (3.6a), is that it is essentially independent of frequency above the threshold co=240. Interestingly, for polarons there is also a uniform asymptotic structure to P(cu) [see Fig. 9(a) ] which tends to zero for cpp~hp. In addition, there is a growing absorption localized to ct) & 26p as coo~ko, which approaches a 5 function at coo --50. Recall that the integrated intensity aD(cp)P(cp)dcp also decreases with increasing cop [ Fig. 6(a) ]. In the opposite limit cop~0, P(cp) is shown in Fig. 9 Fig. 6(a) . ] The number of independent transitions is reduced by the "chargeconjugation" (particle-hole) symmetry (see Appendix) of our system. This same symmetry is responsible (see Appendix) for a striking asymmetry in the absorptions from transitions between localized and extended states: Namely (see Fig. 7 ), the lowerfrequency structure has a square-root divergence at its threshold (co = 60 -boa}, whereas the higherfrequency structure tends to zero at its threshold (co=ka+ND). The integrated intensities in these two components are also very asymmetric, except for widely separated EE (yp~aa, cop~0) , where the free kink result is recovered.
It is important to emphasize that the basic features above are a result of a general symmetry property rather than more specific details of the models (2.2) and (2.16). Other models inay lack the same elegant analytic accessibility but can retain the essential absorption structure.
A brief discussion of experimental consequences of, and observation of, polarons in conjugated polymers is in order. On energy grounds we expect (Sec.
II) that single-electron or hole doping in trans-(CH)"
will initially induce polarons which, when more than one polaron exists on a single chain, will combine to form "free" kinks and antikinks. ' This view is supported by the quantified hysteresis observed in recent electrochemical doping and compensation measurements'" (" voltage spectroscopy"}. On the other hand, at light doping levels, and especially in view of finite chain segments and uncertain interaction dynamics for the polarons, we can anticipate that singly occupied polarons will occur (in addition to kinks and antikinks) in trans-(CH)". All three types of transitions in Fig. 7 would contribute in this case, but the weights indicated in Fig. 6 imply (with cop -6p/~2) rico significant (approximately equal weight) absorption peaks (in addition to the kink midgap absorption) around co=hp -cop and 2cop with the latter being narrower. It is believed' that this narrow peak has indeed been observed in opticalabsorption experiments on electrochemically doped trans-(CH} films. Further evidence for a polaron interpretation would be the observation of lowfrequency structure (co=A, D -boa) correlated with the high-frequency one. Unfortunately, the relevant low-frequency regime is in the infrared (ir) where many structures are expected and even more observed. A promising complement to this search for polarons in trans-(CH)" is optical-absorption evidence' for hole bipolarons in as-formed and doped cis-(CH)". A possible interpretation here is that, as in trans-(CH)", a small concentration of positively charged defects (-200 ppm} is formed during the synthesis of cis-(CH)". As explained in Sec. II, these must appear as polarons in the cis isomer, and on energy grounds bipolarons are preferred; again the actual formation kinetics requires a deeper understanding of polaron collision and hopping rnechanisms. In this case the narrow absorption structure from transitions between localized levels would be prohibited, and predominant absorption would be in a broad peak at co=cop -hp. Absorption data has been shown to be consistent with a bipolaron interpretation with, in the model (2.16), y=0.67 (implying~p/kp-0. 67 from Fig. 4) 
Clearly, this symmetry applies to both continuum and discrete states.
Apart from this simplification of the particle-hole 
(t 0=(zo "=(zp (see Fig. 5 ), where we have intro- 
and for k&k', Mq is given by
Using the explicit forms for y(k) and Np(k) 
where we have used (A23a) again. We arrive at the same form for the matrix element as Kivelson et al. ' without using the special boundary conditions for the kink. As discussed in the main text it is obvious from the k dependence of M, "(A38) for k -k'~0 that special care has to be taken in summing over a11 k. Since this is done in detail elsewhere' we do not repeat it here. We want to stress that the kink boundary conditions are necessary only for the k integration, not for obtaining the matrix element (A38).
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